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INTRODUCTION

A powerful solution for
modern industry
API PRO is an Enterprise Asset Management (EAM) system with
a focus on ﬂexibility, cost effectiveness and quality. API PRO is
specialized and standardized in its functionality, and at the same
time designed to integrate to additional business information
systems.
API PRO is a next generation EAM system, developed to meet the requirements of
the industry today and in the future.
API PRO contains deep functionality developed together with professional
maintenance organizations for more than 30 years. The API PRO software can be
installed and maintained on premise on internal servers or it can be used as Software
as a Service (SaaS). These deployment options make it a powerful solution.
Software as a Service (SaaS)
Besides the classical, on-premise installation, API Maintenance Systems is offering to
host, run and maintain the API PRO solution. The solution is hosted in a secure and
reliable datacenter, with no need to buy any additional hardware or software licenses.
This comes with a big benefit, allowing to have a fully prepared and ready-to-use
application in just a couple of hours. SaaS brings a scalable environment enabling to
increase the hardware, general software resources and application modules.
This service includes regular maintenance checks, secure backup of data as well as
free system updates.
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Dynamic Fields
API PRO runs in an easy-to-use graphical user interface. The application allows users,
without any prior programming knowledge, to customize the design of the screens.
Users can modify any screen (e.g. work order etc.) to meet specific needs. Combined
with dynamic fields, API PRO provides a fast and flexible way to personalize the data
forms. This ensures a high and fast user adoption rate of the software leading to a
faster ROI
Easy information searching
In many companies, more than 50% of the time spent on maintenance is used
to search for information and/or to discuss priorities. Instant access to correct
information is a critical factor to improve plant and organizational performance.
In all API PRO modules and functions it is possible to easily search for information,
either directly in each ﬁeld, or via search-and-select lists. Each list has options
for advanced and flexible ﬁltering and sorting functions, which enables detailed
searching. The ﬁlter criteria can be predefined and saved according to various user
roles.
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Gain mobile edge
Technicians need full and constant access to the system. Even if the tasks could be
completed while sitting at the desk, some of the most important and valuable asset
management tasks need to be carried out where the assets are located. This allows
technicians to monitor existing jobs, add new work orders, give feedback and read
documentation, while doing inspection rounds.
Additionally, the mobile application comes with full offline support, providing an
efficient and effective tool to the personnel who work in the field, where they could
lack or have low network connectivity.
The API PRO mobile app is available for iOS devices (iPhone and iPads), as well as a
large range of Android devices. It provides the ability to review or request new orders
in real time, and this alone reduces up to 20% on the associated labor cost, and
increase the accuracy of the work.
Easy to learn - easy to use
Successfully implementing a solution for the maintenance management requires
more than an excellent software tool. API Maintenance Systems and our highly skilled
partners, throughout the world, can provide a complete solution including pre-studies,
training, consultancy and project management.
API PRO is setting new standards for speed of implementation, speed of use
through powerful user tools and built-in work ﬂows. The API PRO Integration ensures
smooth integration with ERP and financial systems, giving the choice of best-suited
communication formats, along with a configurable access.
As a step in providing the best possible education of the users, API Maintenance
Systems has introduced the API PRO Academy, offering certified education for
various user roles. From maintenance personnel to system supervisors, a tailormade track of courses is available, each of them being concluded with an exam and
certification for the trainees.
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The individually defined user dashboards and the menu system, gives access to the
application according to specified user permissions.
The task panel allows the user to easily switch between individually defined
dashboards, and shows the shortcuts to the most used programs, charts for different
measures or other personalized components.
Ideal solution for international organizations
API PRO is designed with a wide range of functionalities, meeting the demands of
organizations with several plants, regardless of whether they are in the same country
or not.
In terms of language support, API PRO is available in more than 23 languages. It
is possible to have plant-speciﬁc terminology and currency for transactions while
maintaining the integrity of system data in a uniﬁed global data structure. This ensures
the best possible work conditions at each plant or site, without losing the possibility
to make fast and simple cross-plant comparisons and data analysis.
Impressive track record
API PRO adds value to any company, plant, organization and each individual user of
the system. This is a fact proven by thousands of successful implementations in some
of the most demanding environments in the power, process, manufacturing, port,
pharmaceutical and most other industries throughout the world.
In many companies, API PRO is used to support Total Productive Maintenance (TPM),
World Class Manufacturing (WCM), Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM), Just
in Time (JIT) and ISO 9000 quality management programs and compliant with ISO
55000.
Customers with an API PRO maintenance contract are supplied with full support
covering access to telephone and web-based support system, problem-solving and
free updates to the latest software releases.
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INDUSTRIES
API PRO software is designed to easily adapt to any industry of any size.
API PRO conforms to existing processes.

Manufacturing and
process industry
Efficiency in the production is a key parameter to manufacturing
and process industries. The requirements for productivity are
considerable.
High-quality products require a controlled manufacturing process. API PRO is the
optimal system for organizing maintenance management in a way that secures
consistent product quality and a minimum of downtime.
The focus is on keeping unplanned maintenance stops to a minimum in order to
optimize the production. Effective spare part management and quick access to
machine documentation contribute to keeping down time as short as possible.
API PRO offers a powerful and flexible planning functionality that helps utilizing the
production stops effectively with planned maintenance activities.
API PRO also helps keeping focus on the machines that causes the biggest
problems. The analytics module, and the dashboard for key performance indicators
present a clear picture of where to proceed with the process of continuous
improvement.
API PRO supports all the activities necessary for an effective maintenance
organization and integrates seamlessly with the company’s ERP system.
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API PRO for power and
utility plants
When it comes to preventive maintenance, it is vital that all procedures are run
systematically with clockwork precision. Asset information must be managed in detail,
both to support material management and as the basis for forward planning during
major overhauls.
The power and utility industries have special characteristics. They need to maximize
availability and output to avoid a power shutdown or blackout. There are severe
consequences that can arise if a breakdown happens.
In an industry where maximized availability, reliability and trustworthiness are crucial
factors to stay competitive, it is important that key performance indicators (KPI) are
kept under supervision and a dashboard is provided. The dashboard is where the key
performance indicators of the plant can easily be kept under supervision. It is possible
to make corrective decisions faster and more accurately with the starting point
indicated on the dashboard.
The API PRO shift logbook and permit-to-work modules were developed in close
cooperation with our current customers in the power and utility sector. Interfacing to
existing ERP and control systems, handling of user rights and graphical navigation are
important features in a maintenance system operating at power and utility plants to
secure a smooth, efficient and reliable maintenance of the assets as well as operation
without unplanned interruptions.
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API PRO for ports and
port operators
API PRO ensures maintenance of high-value capital assets, which secures the full
handling potential of the port and its equipment.
Maintaining a port is a highly demanding and difficult process. When equipment fails
to operate properly, bottlenecks immediately start to occur. API PRO provides the
tools to be able to control and optimize the productivity by lowering the downtime
through effective preventive maintenance management.
Effective preventive and predictive maintenance is essential, but also the availability of
spare parts and new or refurbished components is a major key to high productivity.
API PRO optimizes the purchasing process and even handles the internal sourcing of
components, which optimizes delivery time and reduces the total cost of stock items.
API PRO provides access to fully updated information about stock levels, material
availability, expected delivery dates for ordered parts and committed costs any time.
The API PRO Graphical Navigator is the perfect tool to gain overview of the total work
area. In a simple way, users can access the entire equipment structure. By using a
digital map of the plant, users get easy access to all kinds of equipment information
just by a few clicks on the map. The Graphical Navigator can also be used as an
error-reporting tool.
International port operators need to be able to standardize classification of material
and to structure information about these. API PRO supports existing classification
systems such as E-class.
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API PRO for the food and
pharmaceutical industry
The food and pharmaceutical industry have high demands and regulations to follow
to ensure that the product manufactured is of the highest quality. Maintaining high
quality level and safety during all phases of manufacturing is a necessity. The API
PRO maintenance software provides to the users the tools needed for validation and
quality assurance.
It is often a requirement to be able to document changes made to the production
equipment. It is also necessary to keep track of maintenance procedures on how
often they have been executed and whether any changes have been made. These
requirements are specified by the American Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
API PRO provides features such as change logging, calibration, digital signature, and
document handling. These features are important and necessary in a maintenance
system operating in the food and pharmaceutical industry.
The API PRO Change Logging Module has been developed in close cooperation with
API PRO customers who need to pass the requirements of FDA.
Audit compliance
Managing critical assets has become continually more complex. Keeping up high
regulatory standards and customer accreditation is essential in maintaining credibility.
As legislation increases, so do companies’ accountability for health and safety.
Accurate records of maintenance activities, backed with correct procedures are
essential and supported by API PRO.
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ASSET
MANAGEMENT

Outstanding way of
accessing knowledge
The plant documentation is the core of the API PRO system. Its
ﬂexibility is unique and can handle any kind of industry, any size
of plant and type of organization.
The information specified in the plant documentation is used system wide, in the
information searching system and when analyzing history technically or ﬁnancially.
Combined with the other API PRO modules, the plant documentation will beneﬁt the
company with an outstanding way of accessing knowledge.
The flexible plant structure in API PRO can be deﬁned with an unlimited number of
levels containing the documentation and history of full hierarchy of the maintenance
objects. API PRO has no limitations or predefined rules about the plant structure
implementation; it can be entered as it is. Plant documentation also includes spare
parts/materials and their parts lists connected to individual maintenance objects, or
shared among multiple technically identical objects.
The technical data system holds the detailed technical specifications for full hierarchy
of maintenance objects and materials. Technical plant documentation and information
searching data can be freely deﬁned in templates, with description, value and unit
measure. The application enables searching on standard fields, as well on newly
added custom attributes. It also allows to add an unlimited number of technical
specifications.
Drawings and documents
The API PRO drawings and documents module is a complete and advanced system
for storing information on drawings and any kind of technical documents, including
photos and other multimedia-based material. Via the system, even an Internet
address can be connected in such a way that up-to-date information from the webbased documents can be accessed directly within API PRO.
Drawings and documents can be linked to any data object in API PRO: positions,
maintenance objects, technical IDs, spare parts, work instructions, purchase orders,
supplier agreements, etc. A full tree structure is available to link a document to
another document. API PRO links to most external systems like AutoCAD, scanned
image systems, word processors, spreadsheets, video viewers, etc.
Supporting database storage
API PRO supports storing documents directly in the database. This method allows
backup of vital documents with equipment specifications or work instructions along
with the rest of the data instead of only having documents externally stored and linked
to your data objects in API PRO.
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Graphical Navigator
With API PRO Graphical Navigator, it is possible to navigate using maps, process
ﬂow diagrams, digital photographs, drawings, etc. It supports multiple graphical file
formats (gif, jpeg, bmp) and it offers an easy navigation through the plant equipment
structure. It gives direct access to various functions in the system. Each drawing
highlights sensitive areas, and some areas can be linked directly to maintenance
objects or required spare parts. Besides giving fast and easy access to important
maintenance information, it also presents the option to create new job orders and/or
stock removals for selected object, just clicking on the image.

Unique information searching
With API PRO Plant Explorer, it is possible to build a complete plant structure. It
provides the view of the entire plant structure with direct access to parts lists, planned
work orders, work order history, inspections, drawings and documents, technical
data and current calibration status. When surveying parts lists, it gives information
about suppliers, stock status information. Active purchase orders can also be seen.
A ﬁlter function in the Plant Explorer makes it easy to search for maintenance objects,
positions or calibrated objects. After successful search, it is very easy to add or edit
objects, or even related information, directly from within the Plant Explorer.
Multi-dimensional Accounting Structure
The API PRO accounting and transaction structure is designed to ﬁt detailed and
accurate requirements of various accounting systems. The accounting structure holds
the account or cost center information for both debit and credit accounts. Accounts
can be either budget or balance accounts. For budget accounts, it is possible to
perform budget analysis. The account structure can be linked to the plant position
structure. Accounts can be grouped under main and sub accounts. The standard
ﬁnancial reports can be grouped and summarized per main account. Included
financial transactions refer to all the items – example: stock removals, worked hours,
invoice costs, etc.
The accounting structure can be used with any amount of details required. It
covers all cases, from a simple system with a few accounts to the complete, multidimensional structure.
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MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENT

Work order management

Calendar based
preventive
maintenance and
overhauls.
Counterbased
preventive
maintenance.

Unplanned breakdown
maintenance
Manual requested
maintenance by
operators and other
staff.
Planned corrective
maintenance
activities.

Condition based maintenance

Planned inspections,
condition monitoring,
lubrication rounds.

Corrective maintenance

Preventive maintenance

Full support for preventive, corrective, and condition-based
maintenance.

Meter/event
based preventive
maintenance and
overhauls.

Assets are usually managed and maintained according to a fixed schedule. This
allows to schedule periodic maintenance activities to keep assets running efficiently.
API PRO provides full support for registering the unplanned issues with assets, in this
case responses being reactive, typically only after a failure has occurred. The mobile
application allows to record, not only the details of the specific issue, but also to
record additional preventive actions.
Using the real-time metric and event data coming from instrumented assets, the
API PRO solution provides better information to maintenance managers to adjust
preventive maintenance (PM) schedule, creating tickets to address issues or respond
to failure warnings.
The application covers all areas, starting from work order generation, resource
allocation and advanced planning features to easy tracking and analysis of ﬁnancial
information. Using the Analytics module, the application extracts valuable information
about how users are interacting with maintenance activities, and provides insights on
how to continuously improve performance and efficiency.
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Maintenance work flow
API PRO comes with a complete work flow when handling maintenance activities.
This feature is combined with a logging module, which tracks all planning changes
made into a work order, from it is generated until it is ﬁnished. Maintenance work
orders follow a flow from being initiated, to planned, allocate required materials,
schedule work resources, running, and waiting for final registration. This can be
extended with custom work order status, modify elements of the current flow or even
extended with additional actions.
Work ﬂow management includes the flow of responsibility. Each job is assigned to
a responsible person or department. If responsibility has changed, the system will
automatically log the details of the action, making it possible to review all the actions
of the responsible persons at a later point.
Effective handling of work order approval is a decisive part of the work ﬂow. In API
PRO, the forwarding of requests for approval to an elevated level can be done in one
or two steps (technical and financial approvals). This ensures that correct technical
measures are applied and that these are within budget.
Condition-based maintenance
The availability of the production lines can be optimized by using preventive
maintenance tasks. These are planned on the basis of operation time, rather than
calendars time. A step further, is to establish a direct connection between the event
and the resulting maintenance actions. When a critical value, from a maintenance
point of view, is exceeded, API PRO can be configured to automatically generate
a work order. This approach brings the advantage of a reduced reaction time for
maintenance, allowing the system to react on basis of the current condition of the
equipment or process.
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Resource planning - the
key to efficiency
Powerful tool to allocate relevant jobs on daily, weekly or monthly
basis.
By means of a ﬂexible selection ﬁlter an accumulation of work orders is created. The
system automatically considers all the unplanned, planned and/or preventive jobs
within the stated interval. Even for daily, weekly or monthly planning, the accumulation
is a powerful tool in finding relevant jobs. The work orders are presented in a list
corresponding to the selection. There are no restrictions on the choice of orders to
be printed and multiple work orders can be printed in one operation. Different color
codes show whether today’s date is before the allowed execution interval, within the
interval or after the interval.
The work order accumulation also allows you to perform changes, like for example
delaying the planned date of execution or changing the responsible person for a
number of work orders in one operation – or to let the system check the availability of
material and work force for a large number of work orders in one fast operation.
Visual planning board
Visual Planning provides a detailed overview of work orders, work suppliers and
capacity as well as a user-friendly way to plan maintenance activities. It gives a clear
view of which persons are available and assists in performing precise planning and a
higher and more uniform utilization of resources.
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In most cases, it is far more relevant to plan on groups of people rather than on single
persons. To support this, it is possible to plan for defined groups (named as capacity
groups), or to plan on individual work supplier depending on the preferences.
When you have optimized the work load on the Capacity Group you can continue
planning for persons, simply by drag and drop persons on to the work orders. The
week-plan function provides a quick view of when and where the maintenance
personnel will be working during the week and shows a combination of shift/working
time, exceptions and capacity group for each person.
Effective communication between production and maintenance
API PRO provides tools for optimizing the communication between production and
maintenance, providing instant access for production workers to be able to report
problems, and which issues that need to be solved directly by the maintenance
department.
The work requests can be ordered from mobile devices (tablets, smartphones, PDA
terminals) as well as desktop PCs located in the production area. Besides adding
a problem description, users can also enter if the line or machine has stopped.
Production operators can also easily track the status of their work order request.
Optionally, the operator can also suggest to which maintenance department the order
should be addressed.
Online job monitoring
A work request will show up immediately on the job monitor in the maintenance
department. The job can be executed, printed and registered directly, or be planned
as a future work order and feedback added after its execution. The jobs will be
displayed in priority order, according to the machine priority, the date and time of the
work request and whether the line or machine was stopped or not.
To avoid that the same problem is reported more than once, it is possible to activate
a function that gives an overview of all active work orders for a speciﬁc part of the
equipment structure. The system can also be limited only to create one job order on
the same maintenance object.
API PRO Production Calendar
The API PRO Production Calendar module provides a survey of planned shutdowns
anywhere in the production for optimization of repair planning by utilizing shutdown
periods. The module is designed to make realistic calculations of stop and waiting
time in real man-hours (including working hours, holidays, machine running schedule,
etc.)
Since repair planning affects multiple maintenance objects, users can assign the
same calendar to an entire branch of the plant structure, starting from a selected
position.
Optimize time and personnel
API PRO has several tools to optimize the utilization of personnel resources. These
tools give an overview of the work orders, associated personnel resources and
associated time consumption. A detailed calendar function that eases the planning of
available resources is included. The month and day surveys provide a clear overview
of the resources present at any time of the day. Color codes make it easier to see
what should be done and when.
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Simple and efficient
project management
Management of maintenance project with work order structure
The API PRO Project module handles multiple work orders as one project. The
module is primarily designed to control major interventions, like yearly overhauls of
sections in the plant, or installation of new major equipment(s). The budget, the time
scheduling of work orders, availability of spare parts and material either directly from
stock or ordered via the Purchase Management module can be controlled for an
entire project. The API PRO “Project Explorer”, which works in a similar way as the
Windows Explorer, gives a clear overview of all projects.
Clear planning and action follow-up
The time scheduling for all work orders in the project can be surveyed with Gantt type
charts. The execution of a speciﬁc work order may be conditioned by the status of
other work orders in the project. A check function will warn about critical or invalid
planning of work orders according to deﬁned execution conditions.
The budget follow-up function for the entire project shows the costs for materials and
work suppliers. The actual costs can be compared directly with the planned costs,
the committed costs and the budget.
Interface to Microsoft Project
With the Microsoft Project Interface Tool, it is possible to utilize the strengths of both
API PRO and MS Project, in a single interface. Projects can be planned in Microsoft
Project, and then the detailed planning of personnel resource, spare parts, purchase,
ﬁnancial follow-up and so on could be made in API PRO.
Furthermore, it is possible to export work orders to Microsoft Project, where
advanced planning tools, such as identification of bottlenecks and critical paths can
be used for re-scheduling. The re-scheduled work orders can then be re-imported
into API PRO. It is even possible to add new activities in Microsoft Project and then
import them as new work orders in API PRO.
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Regulatory and
compliance
API PRO helps to monitor, track and manage equipments and
facilities while meeting the regulatory requirements.
API Maintenance Systems has a long history of working in regulated organizations,
and it understands the complexities of compliance requirements. It facilitates the
validation process of API PRO solution for regulated companies, offering assistance
with FDA, GAMP standards, and others. This also includes supports for developing of
the Validation Documentation, such as Protocols, Test Scripts, and Reports.
Traceability on maintenance
The API PRO Logging module has been developed in close co-operation with API
PRO customers in the pharmaceutical industry and focuses on a complete logging of
all changes to data “close to the process”. With this function, it is possible to go back
in time and see exactly how a certain record in the database looked (e.g. since two
years ago, who changed what, on specific entity). This module assists in increasing
reliability and accountability, and makes compliance easier in regulated industries.
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Easy and flexible
reporting
A major advantage of the electronic logging of changes is that
the need for ﬁling paper documentation can be dramatically
reduced. This not only saves a lot of personnel time, but also
space in the form of a reduced need for binders and shelves.
State-of-the-art reporting
Crystal Reports is one of the world’s leading reporting tools. It provides a means of
quick creation of flexible and well-designed reports. As a standard part of the API
PRO Asset Information Module, Crystal Reports printouts can be run directly from API
PRO.
API PRO report templates
All printed forms in the system are based on Crystal Reports templates. These
can be further modified and customized (e.g. job cards or purchase orders), to
fulfill company’s own format, and include further needs. The modification of Crystal
Reports templates require license for 3rd-party product, Crystal Report Developer,
which is not included in the API PRO license.
All the Crystal Reports can be accessed and viewed from within API PRO.
Restricted user group access can be configured and give users with proper user
rights. Each report can be printed, saved locally as a PDF ﬁle or be sent as an e-mail,
only according to the access rights rules.
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KPIs and
Dashboards

Work ﬂows and effective communication
API PRO has clearly defined flow of actions for different entities such as work orders,
jobs, purchase process, inspection, etc. The information ﬂow between the persons
using the system is also covered.
Types of messages:
» Approval messages used to forward demands for approval from an
unauthorized user to a user with proper rights
» Alert messages - event-triggered messages - are sent automatically by the
system to make each user aware of events, which he wants to be informed
about (e.g. message when a critical breakdown has been reported on the
production line).
» User to user messages - allows API PRO users manually to send messages to
each other (e.g. communication between shift foremen).
There is a central message browser, where it is both possible to see the messages
and to take direct actions.
Dashboards in API PRO
The API PRO Dashboard is a ﬂexible tool providing a wide range of options for
monitoring maintenance objects as well as stock-related data. The Dashboard Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) supports drill-down to the data behind the ﬁgures,
whenever there is a need to go deeper in detail. This provides a flexible configuration,
where management has access to essential ﬁnancial overview, while operation and
maintenance teams have access to the information needed.
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CALIBRATION AND
INSPECTIONS

Handling inspections and
calibrations
Logical rounds
The Inspection module is a flexible module for defining the inspection and lubrication
rounds in a logical route. The primary goal is to discover issues as they develop,
allowing remediation rather than major repair later. The order of the execution for each
round is controlled by the user. The system allows defining multiple activities for each
round, with individual inspection/lubrication intervals. The intervals can be controlled
by a date interval and/or a counter-based interval.
Easy generation of preventive schedules
The built-in template system allows easy creation of inspection and/or lubrication
rounds based on existing templates. Setting up complete templates with multiple
check or lubrication points for a speciﬁc type of machinery is easy, and can be copied
easily to generate similar inspection/lubrication rounds for all other machine types via
the technical ID number, maintenance object group and/or code.
No limit to the amount of feedback
The need for feedback is entirely decided by the user. For simple inspections, there
will be no detailed feedback at all. Check codes and or measurement values can be
considered as an effective feedback.
To minimize the measuring errors, each activity allows two measurements. These
appear on the inspection list along with information about the instrument to be used.
The instrument table includes calibration information for critical instruments. The
inspection history log contains full information on when the inspection/lubrication was
executed, by whom, check codes and measurements.
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Inspection rounds via mobile interface
By using an iPhone/iPad or any Android mobile device, the printout of lists is
eliminated and feedback is submitted by using a mobile device (tablet or smartphone).
The mobile interface also offers a simpler way to register counter readings used
for updating the counters controlling the counter-based preventive maintenance.
At registration, it is also possible to see the former counter readings on the mobile
device. After the synchronization, the counter readings and inspection activities are
updated in API PRO.
Calibration of maintenance objects
Typical maintenance objects that need calibration could be the measurement
equipment used to overview production, different types of weights, thermometers,
ﬂow meters, etc. The basic concept for calibration is control of an object with ﬁxed
intervals, user-specified methods and specific measurements. This is to ensure
readings in conjunction with standards, e.g. ISO certificates. If the measurements do
not match the specified standards, the maintenance object must be re-calibrated.
Two sets of measurements can be selected: The “real” calibration and one for control.
The control measurement is done the same way as the actual, but should be used
as a simple internal control. The control should be done on a more frequent basis to
overview the most critical parameters. Furthermore, API PRO supports the calibration
of the instruments that are used to calibrate other instruments, either internally or
externally.
Calibration planning
For each calibration, it is possible to deﬁne how often and by whom the calibration
must be carried out - internally or externally. The system provides advice on the
instruments that are due for calibration.
Calibration history
History of prior calibrations and controls is available online. Time and costs can also
be tracked. These enable to document the calibration history of any instrument,
including calibration measurements. Additionally, it provides reports and the option to
issue calibration certificates.
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INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

Stock control with
functionality
The API PRO Stock Control module is a complete stock control system. The system
supports:
» Multiple store locations associated to a stock item
» Fine degree of location control
» ABC classification
» Minimum and maximum stock level quantities, associated with automatic
re-ordering.
» Status information for stock items, including current FIFO list, quantity status
» Enabled online purchases
» Provides consumption statistics, as well as reports on ordered quantity.
Transaction handling includes withdrawals, returns, adjustments, scrapping,
movements between stores and direct deliveries to stock. The module also includes
advanced physical inventory routines. All transactions are stored in the central
transactions table with detailed information for easy and efficient history tracking.
The stock transaction utility is designed for efficient handling of multiple transactions,
by ﬁrst allowing entry of the cost assignments for work order, account and purpose
information and then the additional information about materials and associated
quantities. This module includes standard reports for transactions, stock values,
inventory turnover, ABC analysis, stock items below minimum quantity and the others.
Average price, FIFO or internal sales price on stock removal
Three different price calculation methods can be used when supplying spare parts
and material from stock. Average price calculation is the recommended method to
use when calculating the stock removal price. The FIFO (First in First Out) price is
continuously updated and will secure that each spare part is issued from stock at its
original purchase price. Alternatively, the sales price can be used. It can be entered
manually or it can be automatically updated from the purchasing system.
Flexible reservation handling
Any spare part or piece of material on stock can be reserved for future use to prevent
others from using a critical part. Reservations can be tracked by the user directly, on
screen for each stock location, or via the reservation survey function. Reservations
linked to preventive maintenance work orders will automatically be re-planned for the
next work order interval during the work order registration. The “reservation activation
date” can be used to secure just in time purchases for expensive items. Deliveries on
stock items can be handled individually – e.g. on repairable items.
Via the Maintenance Module, repair work orders and preventive maintenance can
be carried out on such items. A movement log allows tracking of all individual
movements for each repairable item. Repairable items are also handled as individuals
when it comes to costs. Rebuilding and modification costs can influence the individual
price together with general price reduction due to age and wear.
Stock handling via work orders
The maintenance departments can access stock control functions, enabling direct
reservations of spare parts, used in the work order planning. Stock issues can be
registered also during the maintenance work order registration. In this way API PRO
fully supports the ‘open stock’ handling.
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Warranty and inventory
usage management
Inventory control and warranty recovery are two areas that can
leverage a high increase of the return on assets.
Extensive spare part usage logs and the warranty control
API PRO offers detailed usage reports, helping to optimize the spare parts inventory:
»
»
»
»

What parts are used on each equipment
Why the parts were used (work order, preventive maintenance etc.)
Who used the part(s)
Which account and cost center gets charged

API PRO also ensures that warranty information can be easily managed whenever
spare parts are used, and it provides the ability to reclaim all warranty-related costs.
Stock withdrawals
API PRO supports both advanced mobile devices and simple barcode scanners,
together with management of barcode printouts for stock labels.
At withdrawal from stock, users could scan both the work order documents,
locations, as well as items to be picked up. Furthermore, the stock picking lists could
be sent to mobile devices, instead of being printed on paper. This brings efficiency in
the process and it is also environmental friendly.
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PURCHASE
MANAGEMENT

Complete purchase flow
The Purchase Management module is fully integrated with the
other API PRO modules, and natively embedded into the
searching system.
The Purchase Management module can be used individually or by integrating it with
the other modules, the system brings the advantage of presenting the information
in an integrated way: updated information about stock levels, work orders with their
delivery dates and committed costs, projects and many other features.
Having the information available, the purchase user will be able to survey and react in
time on purchase requirements.
Fully featured purchase ordering system
The purchase system includes a full feature ordering system with automatic purchase
order number assignment, purchase order preﬁx, contact persons, address
information, delivery and invoicing, shipment, delivery and payment conditions,
purchase ordering in foreign currencies with automatic conversion to local currency
and purchase order printout in the selected supplier language. In addition, a free text
notepad system is available for entering purchase order header, footer and individual
order line notes. Supplier and alternative supplier information includes purchase
statistics, supplier performance, agreed conditions and the supplier part designation
and description.
Multiple currency support
The API PRO system supports purchases between companies from other countries
working with different currencies. It is possible to deﬁne the overall group currency, for
reporting purpose and to enable a specific currency to each legal unit.
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Financial reports can be made in any of these currencies. Purchase orders can be
printed including prices in the supplier’s currency or legal unit currency. Purchase
orders can be made in one currency, while the invoice is registered using another
currency.
Module feature list
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Purchase requests
Management of the supplier agreements
An integrated handling of the purchase inquiries
Configurable approval routines
Analyses of different supplier performances
Purchase currency and conversion handling
Accumulation of purchase needs
Configurable purchase order printout
Multiple VAT rates handling
Purchase statistics survey
Invoice handling and automatic invoice matching
Purchase directly from supplier catalogues
Purchase directly from supplier online web shops (via OCI)

Interactive management of the accumulated purchase needs
Purchase needs could be:
» Items with stock under a certain level (defined as minimum quantity)
» Internal purchase requests.
The list with the accumulated purchase needs provides detailed ﬁltering, making it
easy to find by supplier or even individual lines. The purchase lines can be modified
from here.
The system also supports alternative suppliers, with different prices and delivery
times. The users have the option to enable these. Once the details are complete, the
entire purchase order can be generated automatically or manually. It can be further
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linked directly to a stock/location, a maintenance object, a work order, a project and a
cost center.
Purchase from catalogue or online web shop
With the API PRO purchase module, it is possible to import supplier’s catalogues with
detailed information and prices for all the supplier’s spare parts. Purchase orders or
internal purchase requests can be created directly from multi-selection of spare part
items in the imported supplier catalogues.
API PRO implements Open Catalog Interface (OCI), which is a standard format to
integrate with online eCommerce solutions or online product catalogs. This interface
is used by SAP Supplier Relationship Management, ORDIGES Purchase-to-Pay,
Microsoft Dynamics AX and other ERP / Purchasing Systems.
If the supplier has an online web portal for purchasing of spare parts and the portal
supports OCI then it can be used in API PRO. Purchase orders or internal purchase
requests can be created in API PRO directly from the items selected in the supplier’s
online web shop. This normal approval process in API PRO can then be used to
complete the purchase work flow.
This improves the time and brings cost savings through direct order initiation. It also
allows individual adjustments of the orders, bringing flexibility to the purchase solution.
Purchase in supplier units
Purchase of spare parts or other materials can be issued in other units than how they
are stocked or used in the company. This brings the flexibility to purchase in the units
of the supplier (e.g. packs of ten items) and then handle internally in defined units
(e.g. piece). The purchase unit is automatically converted into the internal unit with a
conversion factor. All statistics and agreements with a supplier are kept in the supplier
unit of measure.
Delivery and goods receipt
Goods receipt and delivery are integrated functions within API PRO. Deliveries
are registered based on purchase order number and transactions are generated
immediately. All purchase order lines can be surveyed continuously until they are fully
delivered; optionally, goods already delivered can be rejected.
To optimize the data entry, multiple order lines can be provided in one single
operation. Purchase deliveries will update the stock quantity and at the same time
automatically generate stock reservation, associated with a specified work order.
Purchase deliveries are linked to maintenance objects/work orders/projects/cost
centers and these will generate the consumption transactions required.
Invoice control
The invoices are linked to purchase order numbers, creating a full flow between the
ordered and delivered items. This enables the reverse flow and allows credit invoices.
The system allows registration of items delivered, but not yet invoiced. API PRO
allows an efficient management of these order lines to be able to easily compare the
invoice amount with the ordered amount. Furthermore, multiple order lines can be
invoiced in one operation. An accurate and easy-to-use invoice control is available,
with the ability to transfer required payment information to the ﬁnancial system.
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Buying at the right price
All companies have supplier agreements, stating the rules for purchasing. The
agreement functionality is a tool to help securing that:
»
»
»
»

All agreements are stored in the system, easily accessible by the users
Valid agreements are used by the purchasers
Pricing conditions are automatically found
Agreement milestones are managed

The supplier agreements are registered in the system together with the expiry date (in
case the agreement is limited), general discounts for separate articles, article groups,
purchase of services and a limit value for volume agreements. It is also possible
to store a link to the agreement document if the API PRO document module is
installed. The supplier agreement program continuously shows updated information
about current purchase orders and statistics about ordered and invoiced amounts.
Furthermore, the agreement module can help in decentralizing purchases within the
organization. By using the supplier agreements as mandatory requirements all users
can be allowed to make purchases comprised by a valid agreement.
The Agreement functionality of the Purchase module includes a wide variety of
features, supporting the purchase processes:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Price and discount per spare part
Discount per spare part group
Price and discount per work supplier
Price and discount for services
Limit value for volume agreements
Online statistics
Decentralization of purchases against agreements
Call-off agreements

Electronic handling of requests
The Internal Purchase Requests functionality optimizes the cross-organizational
communication. Users not allowed to generate external purchase orders can create
internal requests for spare parts and material. The users can follow the progress, and
check the status (from ordered to confirmed to delivered). Internal purchase requests
are similar to the purchase order lines, with all the accounting information, link to the
work order, proposed supplier, agreed price and required delivery date.
The purchase users can monitor all active internal purchase requests and include
them automatically when running the interactive purchase accumulation function.
Internal requests can be accepted fully, modified or even rejected by the purchaser.
Information to the internal requester is online and immediately updated. Different
colors indicate different statuses.
Internal Purchase Request functionality provides the access to a wide range of
features:
»
»
»
»
»
»

Internal requests monitor with status per user
Continuous updating of status information
Status information for ordered, confirmed, delivered or rejected
Configurable approval routines
Effective distribution ﬂow to multiple purchasers
Customer designable internal purchase request printout
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MOBILE
MAINTENANCE

Mobile, rugged and
industrial devices
API Maintenance Systems’ “API PRO” app contains a job monitor and supports
feedback on inspection rounds directly in the app. The app works both offline and
online. It provides the possibility to download work orders and inspection activities
as well as enabling access to documentation and to register work even when being
offline.
The API PRO app is used in a variety of industries, such as Pharmaceuticals and
Health Care, Logistics and Distribution, Power and Utilities, Food and Beverage and
Process Industry.
The API PRO Online/Offline app reduces the administrative time needed in front
of a computer and allows maintenance technicians to focus even more on asset
maintenance. Use the API PRO Mobile app on smartphones or tablets to monitor and
register your work orders.
Stay ON the task even when offline
Download selected work orders to your mobile device and keep working using API
PRO Mobile even when you are out of range of Wi-Fi or mobile signal.
With the offline functionality, you can:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Get access to documents attached to work orders
Register work done and other feedback
Register your time spent
Add photos taken with your mobile device
Scan barcodes and register used spare parts
Finish work orders
Create new work orders
Register counter readings
Register inspection check codes
Register inspection measurements
Register lubrication rounds

When the device is online, within range of a mobile network, the user can synchronize
offline work with the API PRO server. There is no need to return to a desktop to keep
the system updated.
Go mobile with API PRO
By increasing the mobility, API PRO enables to receive, react on, and register
maintenance tasks instantly, regardless of time or place. This minimizes travel time
between tasks and facilitates accurate registrations of work done, which is crucial for
supporting continuous improvement of EAM operations.
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MAINTENANCE,
ANALYTICS AND
REPORTING

Value-driven maintenance with API PRO Analytics
API PRO Analytics is a comprehensive maintenance reporting solution and
comprehensive KPI analysis that provides actionable insights and business
intelligence for the maintenance operations. Actions starting from this solution will
bring an increased equipment availability, improved utilization of assets and reduced
maintenance costs.
API PRO Analytics generates an info cube where essential technical, economical and
organizational performance indicators are pre-calculated and ready for analysis and
reporting.
Open and flexible business intelligence solution
API PRO Analytics is an add-on module to API PRO with additional flexibility and
integration possibilities:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Integration with existing data warehouse solutions
Combine maintenance KPIs with financial data from ERP systems
Support OpenEdge Progress, MSSQL, Oracle and XML
Predefined analysis in QlikView
Export to Excel, CSV, clipboard and image files
Multi-user web access to QlikView analysis
Drill down to see details of individual transactions
Calculated Maintenance KPIs

Out-of-the-box KPI reports
The Analytics module provides more than 60 reports with possibilities to filter on
multiple dimensions and drill down to see additional details.
The built-in KPI analysis focus on:
»
»
»
»
»
»
»

Work order time and cost analysis
Plan-Done analysis
Mean time between failure analysis
Error code analysis
Stock value change over time
Supplier and spare part cost analysis
Purchase and delivery analysis

Dynamic analysis based on QlikView
API PRO Analytics reports are based on QlikView and provide the user with flexible
tools for creating customized reports and analysis in addition to the many pre-defined
analyses that are included with the module. The QlikView interface is user-friendly and
intuitive allowing to search against large amounts of data in real time.
The various KPIs can be analyzed and grouped by job type, work supplier, site,
project, cost types, etc. All values can also be grouped by time periods such as year,
quarter and month for visualizing trends within a given time span. Drill down to see
details and individual transactions behind the trends.
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INTEGRATION

Strong integration with
ERP systems
Flexible, open and reliable approach
API PRO is designed to share its business processes with ERP systems. API PRO is
easy and flexible to integrate with external systems, and provides full flexibility on how
the information on different business processes is exchanged.
The most common processes to exchange are:
» Stock control and stock mirroring
» Purchase requisition and the full purchase flow
» Handling of invoices, delivery and goods receipt
API PRO can exchange information in virtually all processes. This allows to create a
full range of synchronization scenarios with ERP systems or financial systems.

API PRO
Integration Module

On premise installation

Cloud installation

API PRO Integration contains components necessary to build interfaces, supporting
common patterns for sharing business processes between the maintenance system
and the ERP system. The available interfaces range from business components
presented as web services, customized import/export of XML or CSV files and direct
connection to shared databases.
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Connecting successfully to ERP systems and financial systems
Following the most exchanged business flows, API Maintenance Systems has
developed flexible components, which deliver reliable and easy-to-integrate
interfaces, to a large variety of ERP systems. Using API PRO Integration, the
application has been integrated successfully with market leader systems such as SAP
ERP, Oracle Financials, Microsoft Dynamics AX and Dynamics NAV, Infor M3 (Movex)
ERP, Baan as well as smaller and/or customized ERP systems.
The synchronization can be done in real time, or scheduled at specific intervals. The
process of exchanged data is optimized, working mostly with modified data. This
allows a high performance of data exchanges.
Accurate registration of the financial transactions
API PRO matches requirements of ERP systems/financial systems and ensures that
financial transactions are accurately reported. This involves rules regarding end-ofmonth reporting, stock value calculated with full accuracy (using average price or
FIFO methods), handling credit notes, goods receipts, invoices, etc.
The system handles cost centers as well as specific cost coding rules defined in the
financial system. Additionally, API PRO has the mechanisms to detect and correct the
deviations between book keeping and the API PRO system.
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Certified SAP integration
API PRO comes with the advantage of a pre-tested and highquality integration solution, including reliable interfaces to
SAP. The integration combines the asset and financial data
functionality of SAP ERP and SAP MM with the maintenance
information management capabilities of API PRO.
API PRO has demonstrated capabilities to synchronize purchase requests and
purchase orders, goods receipts, and invoices with SAP ERP. This also comes with a
full support on synchronizing master data, material master data from SAP ERP.
SAP ERP is a frequent option of our customers, and API PRO has successfully
integrated either using native SAP synchronization mechanisms, such as SAP IDocs,
SAP NetWeaver Gateway, SAP PI or via middleware systems (e.g. Microsoft BizTalk).
The integration brings a close to real-time information exchange in different areas,
such as purchase, delivery status, stock management, etc.
Supports customer requirements in a cost-effective way
API PRO fully supports customer-specific requirements with customized action flows
and different data ownerships between SAP ERP and API PRO system.
With the experience of many SAP ERP implementations, API Maintenance Systems
analyzes the needs and suggests if there is any need for additional customization,
comparing to the standard integration components. Using individual components
for the integration, API PRO provides a simpler and more cost-effective approach,
ensuring a reliable, simple and accurate transfer of the information between the
systems.
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Standard interfacing
The architecture of the interfaces provides the flexibility to use
preferred interfacing tools. Shared information is stored in an
industry standard database which can be accessed from the ERP
system either by XML-based WEB Services, REST services, file
exchange, or even direct connection via ODBC.
API PRO is developed with direct integration for condition monitoring, documents and
OLE links to MS Excel, MS Word and other programs. The database structure and
the special transaction handling with full debit/credit control are specially developed
for a controlled data exchange towards external systems. The design highlights pointto-point connections between the systems and secures that version changes for
either of the two systems can be carried through at a minimum risk and cost.
High data quality
Information extracted from API PRO can at any time be tracked back to the exact
transaction in API PRO it came from. This ensures that information transfers are
accurate. If any data entry issue fails, it is possible to re-engage the export action.
A general quality feature is the database trigger system, which ensures the data is
fully consistent at any moment. This gives to all interfacing tools the guarantee of
consistency.
Initialization and keeping the system updated
During the implementation process of a new maintenance management system, a lot
of master data must be added into the database, configuring the system: machines,
spares, work suppliers, stocks, preventive work orders, etc. The flexible and highly
configurable API PRO Import module can help to import the data automatically and
shorten the implementation time. The module comes with the extensive support of
ﬁle formats including ASCII, CSV and XML, etc. Regardless of which kind of interface
is chosen, the API PRO Import module is a core component that ensures a smooth
import of data.
The API PRO Import module allows import of almost all basic data into the system
and it is especially useful during the implementation process. It can also be used for
keeping the system synchronized: keeps price lists updated in the system, import
counter readings, updates supplier tables with external info, imports stock levels, etc.
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Stream counter readings
for accurate asset usage
Using API PRO Industrial Interface module, the system can
integrate with any kind of automation technology (control,
visualization, process management, etc.). The OPC is a series
of standard interfaces for industrial communication. Using this
type of interfaces, API PRO can be used for online condition
monitoring of the machines.
The module improves the information flow between application and devices by easily
receiving online instrument data and then displaying them.
Keeping accurate and ongoing records is essential in regulated industries.
Furthermore, it enables a detailed audit of the machine configuration; anytime a
change is made to an instrument or equipment, this event is logged and transferred
to API PRO.
Technically, API PRO implements an OPC client, which connects to an OPC server in
the background. This server provides the detailed information about the equipment.
Even if the technology is complex, all the technical details are transparent to the end
users. No programming effort is required to establish the connection.
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ENTERPRISE-GRADE
ASSET MANAGEMENT

Faster and better quality
on data registration
For each individual work order, details such as status updates,
time spent, materials used, documentation, follow-up actions,
planned budget, and actual costs are registered and available for
reporting.
When there are tens of thousands of completed work orders per year, it is critical that
the time to register work order information is minimized. This information becomes
extremely valuable when analyzing the history afterwards.
Through API PRO’s screen design, the feedback can be tailored to each organization.
For routine jobs, the work order registration can be completed and ﬁnished within a
few seconds. At work order registration, it is possible to enter stop and waiting times,
error codes, work resources used, spare parts and material used as well as a free
text section for additional information for possible future use. When integrated with
the API PRO Stock and Purchase modules, work order registration becomes even
easier. Materials withdrawn from stock and the ones purchased to the work order
will automatically be registered as consumption related to the work order and will be
directly available in the technical history and cost analysis.
Improve performance of the maintenance process
Learning from the past has proven to be an excellent tool for improvement. The
critical issue is to get to the correct information and collect understandable statistics.
API PRO is designed to assist in implementing continuous improvement by providing
access to the maintenance history by a complete sample of technical and ﬁnancial
analytical tools. The maintenance history can be tracked and analyzed from the
plant structure point of view. API PRO provides a fully featured graphical analytical
tool displaying stop and waiting time statistics, used hours, work order distribution
according to job type; planned/unplanned/preventive, total costs and cost details for
job types, external/internal resources and materials.
Statistics and trends
All the statistics are presented according to the plant structure for positions and
maintenance objects. API PRO offers detailed access to trend information, surveyed
by month and to top lists. The display can be made either in the plant structure or
directly on individual objects. This brings higher visibility to the effective usage of
maintenance objects, and as a result offers the possibility to continuously improve
operations and to have a high-quality maintenance process.
Reliability centered management (RCM)
API PRO supports the Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) concept by having an
advanced error code analytical tool. It is possible to deﬁne standard error codes for
different machine types. Error codes are reported during the work order registration,
where up to three different categories of error codes can be entered per work order.
The error codes can e.g. be used for a structured reporting of symptom, cause
and action. The result is a powerful basis for indicating weak points and areas of
improvement.
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Cost tracking and analysis
This feature is available via the accounting structure. This cost analysis covers all
transactions in the API PRO system. From any part of the accounting structure cost
centers, cost purposes, cost types and combinations of those can be surveyed.
When analyzing the cost center, API PRO also provides budget information for direct
comparison.
Analysis export to Microsoft Excel
The analyses of the plant structure, the error codes and the accounting structure all
have direct access to MS Excel for further graphical presentation. Just click on the
Excel button and the ﬁgures or graphics from the API PRO analysis will be directly
transferred to MS Excel. With the analysis tool, it is possible to drill down into the
details behind the ﬁgures. Based on this a decision on how to improve can be made.

ISO 55000 compliant
Align Asset Management with ISO 55000 Framework
ISO 55000 focuses on the management requirements to achieve an effective asset
management. It facilities the alignment of processes, resources and functional
contributions, and creation of a transparent audit trail for what is done, when and
why. These are reflected in key areas such as: corporate asset policy, leadership and
performance management.
Configured and deployed effectively, the API PRO EAM solution enables the lifecycle
asset processes and it provides the required feedback to comply with ISO 55000
principles. API PRO is ready and aligned with ISO 55000 prerequisites and it goes
beyond being compliant, demonstrating the maturity of the asset management within
the overall organization.
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International enterprises
With the Multiple Plant module, it is possible to operate several
plants or sites in one central database. API PRO can be
configured in a way that users from each plant, department, or
even group of users have different access rights to information
and to specific settings.
The API PRO solution made for multiple plants also enables multiple legal units
support. Plants belong to a legal unit that is defined with a specific currency. Multiple
plants within the same legal unit share the same currency, and are allowed to
exchange data. Transactions between plants with different currency are prohibited.
This allows local sites to store and analyze costs in their own currency and prevents
mixing of data with different currencies between legal units.
To simplify the user experience, API PRO provides a clean interface making the user
to feel he/she works in a local system. The system enables automatically the work
within the area of responsibilities using user location.
Multi-languages and time zones
API PRO offers multiple language data handling of selected data related to name
ﬁelds allowing site-speciﬁc naming of spare parts, units, etc. This allows the individual
user on a speciﬁc site to work with the data in native tongue while upholding the
possibility of making easy and efficient cross-site analysis of data.
Using different time zones (plant specific) bring benefits in having consistent
information when messages are sent, transactions are recorded or reports are
generated.
Purchase organizations
API PRO provides a solution for large organizations, having multiple purchase
organizations, multiple plants. This provides the advantage to flexibly allocate different
groups of suppliers to meet plant-specific needs.
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TECHNOLOGY

Advanced technology
for easier use
The security of valuable company data is a significant parameter
when using information technology. API PRO is fully controlled
by users having global administrator roles. The administrators
are responsible for the overall system configurations as well as to
provide user access.

Every user needs a valid login ID and password to access API PRO. From there, only
functions allowed to be accessed by the user will be available and visible. Within each
module or even for individual functions, access rights can be deﬁned to view, create,
edit, delete, print and design features. Speciﬁc data ﬁelds are not allowed to be visible
for certain users and they can be hidden using the screen design function. All of these
configurations make API PRO a highly secured application.
Multi-tier client/server technology
API PRO is powered by Progress, which provides a reliable and efficient multi-tier
client/server technology. With the multi-tier client/server platform, the utilization of
available computer capacity can be optimized. API PRO can be installed on a wide
range of client, servers and database platforms. API PRO fit’s with existing and future
computer infrastructures.
The supported client, server and database platforms can be mixed, providing
maximum ﬂexibility to an API PRO installation and giving the possibility to utilize the
existing technology.
For intelligent data handling, you can choose between the leading relational
databases: Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database Server, or Progress Software.
Using them helps the application to be highly responsive and have excellent response
times for any user action, even considering large amounts of data.
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Software as a Service
(SaaS)
API PRO - On Premise or On Cloud installation
On Premise installation

Cloud installation

Software as a Service (SaaS)
API PRO server and database hosted by API
API PRO server and database installed locally

No local IT administration

Local IT administration

No servers required

Software availability depend on local IT

Daily backups
Secure data storage
Software availability via internet 24/7

API Maintenance Systems offers to host, run and maintain an Internet-based API
PRO solution. This includes any hardware or software required, these being provided
by API PRO. The access and the data are highly secured and reliable, being provided
by a high-quality hosting partner.
For a ﬁxed monthly fee, API Maintenance Systems guarantees that all users have
access to the API PRO system conﬁgured speciﬁcally to support all needs.
The Internet-based solution includes regular data backups and system safety. This
makes the budget allocated to the maintenance management system fixed. The
above makes the hosted solution a comprehensive alternative, helping companies to
focus exclusively on optimizing the maintenance processes rather than spending time
on software and hardware.
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Industry 4.0 and IoT
Industry 4.0 - Manage complexity within smart factories
Industry 4.0 is the current trend of automation and data exchange in manufacturing
technologies. It has been also called a "smart factory" and it includes Internet of
things (IoT) technologies and cloud computing.
By connecting machines, work pieces and systems, we are creating intelligent
networks along the entire value chain, that can control each other autonomously. This
involves predictive failures and trigger maintenance processes autonomously, or selforganized logistics that could react to unexpected changes in production.
To achieve such level of optimizations, API Maintenance Systems assists and
provides customer-specific solutions which fit to the smart factories, and their
interconnected sensors and actuators.
Internet of Things (IoT)
In an Industry 4.0 factory, in addition to condition monitoring and fault diagnosis,
components and systems are able to gain self-awareness and self-predictiveness.
API PRO can be connected directly to the machines available in the factory, or to
different to various IoT devices which can provide data from various sensors, and to
name just few: vibration signals, ambient (sound level, light), climate (temperature,
humidity) etc.
Using these inputs, API PRO can automatically generate internal tasks for preventive
actions, or even trigger alarms for immediate fixes. These triggers for required
maintenance at the best possible time allows to reach just-in time maintenance and
gain near zero downtime. Furthermore, this ensures the machines’ availability and
reliability, both of which are key to the efficiency in the industrial environments.
The constant availability of timely information makes it easier to predict and plan
essential maintenance.
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FAST
IMPLEMENTATION

API PRO Implementation Steps
Evaluation of Results

Pre-Study

Kick-Off

Project Support and Documentation

Installation

Basic Configuration

User Rights

Design
Screens & Forms

Training
Key Users

Training End-Users

Workshops
Processes/Reporting
Customization
needed?

Testing

Develop Customizations

Interfaces
needed?
Prepare and Sort data

Go Live

Develop Interfaces
Import Data
(Test)

Import Data
(Live)

System implementation
The implementation of a maintenance management system requires a strong focus
in order to be successful. API Maintenance Systems offers the required guidance in
order to secure a successful implementation.
Project planning and management
Detailed project preparation and planning is essential to successfully finalizing
a project. In the planning phase, the implementation steps and milestones are
discussed and agreed upon with the customer.
At the kick-off meeting, a project team will be formed and assigned by working
together with the customer’s project manager. The tasks, work-flows and necessary
resources will also be assigned. Possible risks and problems will be identified and
target goals will be defined. By the end of the kick-off meeting, a common project
plan, including the individual targets and priorities of the customer, will be created.
Project support
The extent of API’s support, starting from the kick-off meeting and ending in a suc
cessful finalization of the project (Go live), depends on the planned targets and the
need and request for contribution.
API Maintenance Systems offer project support for the entire implementation process:
» Defining work flows together with the customer
» Importing existing data
» Configuration of API PRO (parameters, screen design, user roles, etc.)
» Design of print-outs and individual reports
» Finding solutions for questions and problems
» Active role in project meetings and project management discussion.
Installation and data migration
An on-premise installation process of API PRO is performed alongside the customer
on site. API PRO enables customers to choose between several database platforms
and configuration possibilities. The standard installation can be fully optimized and
adapted to the meet customer’s needs during the implementation process.
Another milestone in the implementation of API PRO is the import of existing, basic
data and dynamic data. The data migration process transfers the complete asset
structure to a hierarchical tree structure of positions and maintenance objects. This
creates the basis for the later maintenance work-flows.
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TRAINING AND
CERTIFICATION

Optimize the API PRO
workforce
The API PRO Academy is a dedicated service that provides the
highest level of performance and training solutions for API PRO
users.
Expectations on skills become higher and as a consequence, learning requirements
become increasingly demanding. Coupled with API PRO’s ever expanding solutions
and technology, there is an evident need for providing state-of-the-art API PRO
education.
API PRO Academy is refining and developing its offering to cater to various user
audiences and roles, whether it is C-level decision makers, end-users or the middle
management. API PRO Academy offerings are provided in instructor-led courses at
API PRO Training Centers or at customer site.
Certiﬁcation program
API PRO Academy Tracks pave the way to becoming certified in the various API PRO
roles. The Academy Tracks serve as a tool when planning your API PRO training.

API PRO Certification Program
Certified Expert

Certified Professional

Certified User

This certification involves
demonstrating an expert
grasp of certain aspect of
API PRO software and
the ability to drive

This advanced
certification requires
proven experience in
addition to more detailed
API PRO solution

This certification
covers the fundamental
knowledge
requirements for an
API PRO user.

innovation and solution

knowledge and skills.

optimization through
in-depth knowledge and
vision.

API PRO Academy provides a step-by-step training program that will lead to certification as an
API PRO Certified User, Certified Professional and Certified Expert.

Classroom training
API Maintenance Systems provides comprehensive class-based training for
customers, partners and independent consultants in API PRO and best business
practices. The curriculum of API PRO courses incorporate courseware, hands-on
exercises and documentation.
Customized training
The courses can also be customized according to local needs and is performed
onsite at company’s location or at any of our training centers.
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API MAINTENANCE
SYSTEMS

About API Maintenance
Systems
API Maintenance Systems develops, markets and supports the
API PRO EAM (Enterprise Asset Management) software. API PRO
is used in a variety of industries and organizations worldwide to
maintain high-value capital assets such as plants, ports, facilities
and equipment.
The headquarters for API Maintenance Systems is located in Denmark and is
complemented by local offices in 10 countries. API Maintenance Systems is a strong
international organization supplemented by a well-established network of partners
and distributors. With our extensive outreaching networks, we are able to ensure
global service for our customers.
The mission of API Maintenance Systems is to help our customers achieve decisive
improvements in their business performance and return on investment by minimizing
downtime, controlling costs, and more effectively utilizing productive assets,
personnel and other resources.
We achieve this through the development, marketing, implementation and support of
the API PRO enterprise asset management system (EAM) in close cooperation with
each individual customer.
The primary focus of API PRO is to support the specific business processes of our
customers using component based solutions configured to the needs, and with the
vital long-term benefits of flexibility, openness, scalability and updatability.
As an EAM market leader, API Maintenance Systems offers the largest maintenance
management organization in Europe. Thousands of satisfied customers have already
discovered how API PRO can lead to a boost in business performance and long-term
bottom line benefits through rich functionality, fast implementation and ease of use.
API PRO is distributed worldwide through regional offices, partners and distributors.
For further information please contact one of our regional offices.
Find all contact details on:

www.apipro.com
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